Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome

Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome is a developmental disorder that affects many parts of the body. This condition is characterized by extremely weak muscle tone (hypotonia) in infancy and early childhood, intellectual disability, distinctive facial features, sparse hair, areas of unusual skin coloring (pigmentation), and other birth defects.

Most babies with Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome are born with significant hypotonia, which can cause difficulty breathing and problems with feeding. Hypotonia also interferes with the normal development of motor skills such as sitting, standing, and walking. About 30 percent of affected individuals are ultimately able to walk without assistance. Additional developmental delays result from intellectual disability, which is usually severe to profound. Speech is often limited or absent in people with this condition.

Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome is associated with a distinctive facial appearance that is often described as "coarse." Characteristic facial features include a high, rounded forehead; a broad nasal bridge; a short nose; widely spaced eyes; low-set ears; rounded cheeks; and a wide mouth with a thin upper lip and a large tongue. Some affected children are born with an opening in the roof of the mouth (cleft palate) or a high arched palate.

Most children with Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome have sparse hair on their heads, particularly around the temples. These areas may fill in as affected children get older. Many affected individuals also have streaks or patches of skin that are darker or lighter than the surrounding skin. These skin changes can occur anywhere on the body, and they may be apparent at birth or occur later in life.

Additional features of Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome can include hearing loss, vision impairment, seizures, extra nipples, genital abnormalities, and heart defects. Affected individuals may also have skeletal abnormalities such as extra fingers and/or toes, large big toes (halluces), and unusually short arms and legs. About 40 percent of affected infants are born with a congenital diaphragmatic hernia, which is a hole in the muscle that separates the abdomen from the chest cavity (the diaphragm). This potentially serious birth defect allows the stomach and intestines to move into the chest, where they can crowd the developing heart and lungs.

The signs and symptoms of Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome vary, although most people with this disorder have severe to profound intellectual disability and other serious health problems. The most severe cases involve birth defects that are life-threatening in early infancy. However, several affected people have had milder features, including mild intellectual disability and less noticeable physical abnormalities.
Frequency

Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome appears to be a rare condition, although its exact prevalence is unknown. This disorder may be underdiagnosed because it can be difficult to detect in people with mild signs and symptoms. As a result, most diagnoses are made in children with more severe features of the disorder. More than 150 people with Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome have been reported in the medical literature.

Causes

Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome is usually caused by the presence of an abnormal extra chromosome called an isochromosome 12p or i(12p). An isochromosome is a chromosome with two identical arms. Normal chromosomes have one long (q) arm and one short (p) arm, but isochromosomes have either two q arms or two p arms. Isochromosome 12p is a version of chromosome 12 made up of two p arms.

Cells normally have two copies of each chromosome, one inherited from each parent. In people with Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome, cells have the two usual copies of chromosome 12, but some cells also have the isochromosome 12p. These cells have a total of four copies of all the genes on the p arm of chromosome 12. The extra genetic material from the isochromosome disrupts the normal course of development, causing the characteristic features of this disorder.

Although Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome is usually caused by the presence of an isochromosome 12p, other, more complex chromosomal changes involving chromosome 12 are responsible for the disorder in rare cases.

Inheritance Pattern

Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome is not inherited. The chromosomal change responsible for the disorder typically occurs as a random event during the formation of reproductive cells (eggs or sperm) in a parent of the affected individual, usually the mother. Affected individuals have no history of the disorder in their families.

An error in cell division called nondisjunction likely results in a reproductive cell containing an isochromosome 12p. If this atypical reproductive cell contributes to the genetic makeup of a child, the child will have two normal copies of chromosome 12 along with an isochromosome 12p.

As cells divide during early development, some cells lose the isochromosome 12p, while other cells retain the abnormal chromosome. This situation is called mosaicism. Almost all cases of Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome are caused by mosaicism for an isochromosome 12p. If all of the body’s cells contained the isochromosome, the resulting syndrome would probably not be compatible with life.

Other Names for This Condition

- isochromosome 12p syndrome
- Pallister-Killian syndrome
• PKS
• Teschler-Nicola/Killian syndrome
• tetrasomy 12p, mosaic

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information
• What is genetic testing?
  /primer/testing/genetictesting
• Genetic Testing Registry: Pallister-Killian syndrome

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources
• MedlinePlus Encyclopedia: Chromosome
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/002327.htm
• MedlinePlus Encyclopedia: Mosaicism
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/001317.htm

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus
• Encyclopedia: Chromosome
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/002327.htm
• Encyclopedia: Mosaicism
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/001317.htm
• Health Topic: Developmental Disabilities
  https://medlineplus.gov/developmentaldisabilities.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center
• Pallister-Killian mosaic syndrome

Educational Resources
• MalaCards: pallister-killian mosaic syndrome
  https://www.malacards.org/card/pallister_killian_mosaic_syndrome
• March of Dimes: Chromosomal Conditions
  https://www.marchofdimes.org/baby/chromosomal-conditions.aspx
• Orphanet: Tetrasomy 12p
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=884

• Unique: Pallister-Killian Syndrome
  https://www.rarechromo.org/media/information/Chromosome%2012/Pallister-Killian%20syndrome%20FTNW.pdf

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

• American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD)
  http://aaidd.org/

• Chromosome Disorder Outreach
  https://chromodisorder.org/

• National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)
  https://rarediseases.org/rare-diseases/pallister-killian-mosaic-syndrome/

• Resource list from the University of Kansas Medical Center
  http://www.kumc.edu/gec/support/palliste.html

• Unique: Rare Chromosome Disorder Support Group (UK)
  https://www.rarechromo.org/

Scientific Articles on PubMed

• PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28%28pallister-killian+mosaic+syndrome%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28isochromosome+12p+syndrome%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28pallister-killian+syndrome%5BTIAB%5D%29+OR+%28mosaic+tetrasomy+12p%5BTIAB%5D%29%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+3600+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

• PALLISTER-KILLIAN SYNDROME
  http://omim.org/entry/601803
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